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14851.210/1512007 
AGREEMENT made effective as of the 1st day of June 2006 by and between the VILLAGE OF 
TARRYTOWN, a municipal corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the 
Village Law of the State ofNew York with offices located at 2 I Wildey Street, Tarrytown, New 
York (hereinafter the "Village"), and the CNIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, 
INC., LOCAL 1000 AFSCME - AFL-CrO, hereinafter known as the CSEA or the Union. 
WITNESSETH 
WHEREAS, by resolution adopted March 9th and April 13, 1970, the Board of Trustees 
of the Village recognized the CSEA as the exclusive bargaining agent for all full-time 
production, maintenance and clerical workers employed by the Village and the highway, 
water, sewer, sanitation, recreation, general maintenance departments and employees of 
the Warner Library pursuant to the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act of 1967; and 
WHEREAS, the Village, and the CSEA recognize that they have a mutual interest in 
working together to insure the maintenance of high quality municipal services for the 
benefit of all the residents of the Village; and 
WHEREAS, this goal can be best achieved in. an atmosphere of mutual understanding, 
respect and cooperation wherein the Village and CSEA each performs a vital function; 
and 
WHEREAS, the Village and the CSEA recognize their respective responsibilities in our 
increasingly complex society for working together legally and constructively. 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby mutually agreed as fallows: 
ARTICLE 1 
RECOGNITION 
In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Board of Trustees of the Village on March 9th 
and April 13, 1970, the Village recognizes and continues such recognition of the Civil Service 
Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, hereinafter known as the CSEA 
or the Union for the maximum period allowed by law as the sole and exclusive negotiating 
representative for all full-time productions, maintenance and clerical workers employed by the 
Village in the highway, water, sewer, sanitation, recreation, general maintenance departments, 
village hall and employees of the Warner Library, exclusive of the Village Administrator*, 
Secretary to the Village Administrator, Village Clerk, Village Treasurer, Library Director, 
General Foreman, Recreation Supervisor; Building Inspector and Superintendent of Public 
Works and Unifonned Police Officers (hereinafter the "Negotiating Unit"). 
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ARTICLE 2 
WAGES 
1.	 The salary schedule in effect as of May 31, 2006 shall be modified as follows: 
a)	 Effective June 1, 2006, the salary schedules in effect as of May 31, 2006 shall be 
increased by 3.85%; 
b)	 Effective June 1, 2007, the salary schedules in effect as of May 31,2007 shall be 
increased by 3.85%. 
2.	 Employees classified as Sanitation Man by the Westchester County Personnel Office, as 
of June 1, 1992, shall remain in the said classification. All employees working in the 
Sanitation Department and classified as Laborer shall remain in the classification, until 
said employee changes classification based upon a position vacancy. Upon retirement, 
resignation or termination of the employees classified as Sanitation Man, the position 
shall be eliminated. 
2.1	 All new employees and provisional employees shall be compensated for the title to which 
they are assigned. All new employees and new provisional employees shall be paid 
according to schedule annexed hereto referred to as Schedule "A" and shall be employed 
in that position at a salary no less than the minimum indicated or no greater than the 
maximum indicated. The Village reserves the right to hire any new employee at a salary 
no less than that prescribed as the minimum for the title of the position being offered. 
2.2	 With regard to all personnel employed by the Highway Department, Recreation 
Department, Water Department, Sanitation Department, and personnel categorized as 
Other pursuant to S~hedule "A," an employee may be moved steps upon said employee's 
armiversary date in that position, but in no case shall such a step increase occur over a 
period of less than one (1) year. In no case shall an employee be moved more than one 
(I) step at any time. In the case of a promotion, the employee may be moved to an 
appropriate step in the new position, but in no case shall the employee be moved to a step 
that provides a lesser salary. In the case of an employee not receiving a step increase 
after the period of one (l) year, the employee shall be provided a reason why the 
employee did not receive the step increase. The employee may request a meeting of the 
Labor-Management Committee to discuss the reasons why the employee did not receive 
the step increase. The Labor-Management Committee shall discuss the said reason why 
the employee was not provided a step increase and shall develop possible alternatives 
relating to the situation. The Village Administrator shall thereafter decide whether to 
grant the employee a step increase or to abide by an alternative developed by the Labor­
Management Committee. 
The decision of the Village Administrator shall be final. Should the step increase be 
denied, the employee shall automatically receive the step increase upon their next 
anniversary date. 
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2.3	 Employee assigned to operate the street sweeper shall be paid an annual stipend of 
$1,000 to be paid on a pro-rata basis in each paycheck during the year. 
ARTICLE 3
 
LONGEVITY PAY
 
3.1	 Each member of the Negotiating Unit shall be paid in lump sum the below-listed amounts 
in accordance with full complete continuous years of service computed as of the last date 
of hiring. Such payments shall be considered longevity payments, and shall not be 
considered wages for purposes of any benefit in this Agreement: 
6/1/06	 6/1/07 
Five to nine years of service 
Ten to fourteen years of service 
Fifteen or more years of service 
Twenty or more years of service 
Twenty- fi ve or more years of service 
Thirty or more years of service 
ARTICLE 4 
$1,130 $1,180 
$1,230 $1,280 
$1,430 $1,480 
$1,530 $1,580 
$1,730 $1,780 
$1,930 $1,980 
HOURS AND OVERTIME 
4.1	 The normal work for all employees of the negotiating unit with the exception of Library 
and clerical personnel shall be five days, eight hours per day, forty hours per week, 
Monday through Friday. Lunch shall not be included in the computation for hours 
worked. 
4.2	 The normal work week for clerical personnel shall be five days, seven hours per day, 
thirty-five hours per week, Monday through Friday. 
4.3	 The normal work week for library personnel shall be Monday through Saturday, seven 
hours per day with the work week scheduled so that the hours of anyone individual do 
not exceed thirty- five per week. 
4.4	 Members of the Public Works Department (Highway, Water/Sewer Maintenance, and 
Mechanics) shall work 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. all year. Members of the Recreation 
Department shall work 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The Sanitation Department's work hours 
shall be from 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
4.5	 Water Plant Treatment employees are to work a 40-hour work week mutually detennined 
by the members of the unit and the Village. Said schedule may be changed in the event 
of emergency situations. 
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4.6	 The following work hours shall apply for the civilian employees in the police department: 
clerical: same as specified in 4.2 above; police dispatcher: 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. with 
one-half hour for lunch; school crossing guard/parking enforcement officer: 7:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m.; 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and/or 10:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. with one half for lunch 
as assigned by the Chief of Police and subject to the adjustment if school hours are 
changed, non-school days 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. with one-half hour for lunch; traffic 
maintenance man: 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. with one-half hour for lunch, except that the 
starting time and ending time may be changed by the Chief of Police or hislher designee 
for the collection of money from parking meters. This adjustment in the starting time and 
ending time shall only be for this purpose and may, not exceed four (4) days per month. 
The Chief of Police or hislher designee shall provide at least three (3) days notice of such 
a change. 
4.7	 If a member of the bargaining unit works in anyone week over and above the hours as 
stipulated in this article, such employee shall be paid for at the rate of 1-1/2 times the 
employee's normal rate of pay. Emergency work performed in addition to the normal 
work week shall be paid for at the rate of 1-1/2 times the employee's regular straight time. 
Emergency work performed on Sunday shall be paid for at 2 times the employee's regular 
straight time. The minimum emergency time for which such additional compensation is 
to be paid is 3 hours. 
4.8	 Supervisory employees shall perform overtime work only if employees with the 
appropriate qualifications are not available. 
4.9	 The Village shall contact unit members for overtime purposes based upon the job or task 
to be performed, and shall contact the unit member with the appropriate job classification 
to complete that job or task (e.g. if the job or task to be performed required work to be 
performed by a laborer, a laborer will be contacted to perform the said overtime work). 
In situations where management is unable to ascertain whether the work to be performed 
is in a lower job classification or higher job classification, the higher job classification 
shall prevail. On each and every occurrence the most senior employee with the 
appropriate qualifications in each respective department/division shall be offered the 
overtime. 
Emergency overtime (e.g. snow removal, water/sewer main breaks, storm damage, traffic 
light repairs, sewer backups, etc.) to be distributed on a seniority basis. 
Scheduled overtime which shall be paid for at the rate of 1-1/2 times the employee's 
regular straight time (e.g. leaf pickup, hydrant flushing, garbage pickup, assisting traffic 
maintenance man, scheduled sanitation (baskets) piCk-Up, library bookfair, fairs, parades, 
etc., scheduled street sweeping for fairs and parades, scheduled mechanic work 
(maintenance and preparation), treatment plant operation, clerical, cleaning, etc.) to be 
distributed on a rotational basis. Rotational shall be defined, for the purposes of this 
section as follows: 
A list of names will be established by each department/division according to seniority. 
The Village shall contact members for overtime based upon the list, starting at the most 
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senior and working down through the list. For the subsequent scheduled overtime, the 
Village shall contact the next unit member down on the list (e.g. if unit members I 
through 3 in seniority in the job classification of MEO are contacted for overtime, unit 
member 4 on the seniority list will he contacted for the subsequent overtime. Refusal to 
accept the overtime or unavailability to perform the overtime job or task due to illness, 
absence or vacation shall be considered as that particular unit member's tum in the 
rotation for the scheduled overtime). 
If an employee is required to work past the end of the work day they shall be paid thirty 
(30) minutes additional overtime over and above the hours actually worked. 
ARTICLE 5 
OUT-OF-TITLE 
Employees temporarily assigned to duties in a higher pay grade for a full day shall be 
compensated at the higher rate of pay while performing such duties. All out of title work shall 
have prior written authorization from the Superintendent of DPW or designee. Failure to obtain 
written authorization shall negate a claim for out of title pay. This article does not apply to any 
member who has not completed their probationary period. 
It is understood that employees working out-of-title shall be placed on the corresponding step of 
the higher title. 
When a member of the unit is assigned by the Village to operate a front end loader and/or 
operate the bucket truck for a full day, they shall be compensated at the HMEO rate of pay. 
When making such assignments, the Village shall provide written authorization. 
ARTICLE 6 
HOLIDAYS AND HOLIDAY PAY 
6.1	 Employees shall receive a full day's pay, and shall not be required. to work on the 
following holidays: 
New Year's Day Labor Day
 
Martin Luther King Day Columbus Day
 
Presidents' Day Veterans'Day
 
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day
 
Memorial Day Day after Thanksgiving
 
Independence Day Christmas Day
 
6.2	 In September of each year two members of the C.S.E.A. and the Village Administrator 
and one other person assigned by him/her shall meet to select a floating holiday for the 
upcoming calendar year. If no agreement is reached by the committee, the Monday after 
Easter shall be an observed holiday in the upcoming calendar year. In the event an 
employee works on the day a holiday is observed by the Village he or she will be paid the 
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rate of two times hislher regular rate of pay for such holiday work. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, any library employee required to work on Martin Luther King Day, President's 
Day, Columbus Day, or Veteran's Day (subject to the requirements of Section 6.4) shall 
receive either additional pay (computed at two times regular payor compensatory time 
off) at the discretion of the Village and the Library taking into consideration the request 
of the employee. 
6.3	 The Village shall submit to the Union President a list of dates for the holidays listed in 
Section 6.1 hereinabove on November 15 of each year of this contract. The said dates 
shall relate to the holidays for the upcoming year. The Union shall respond by December 
1 regarding the dates that the holidays will be observed. The contract holiday committee 
shall be composed of two individuals appointed by the Union and two appointed by 
management and shall convene by December 14 if the Union is opposed to any of the 
dates established by the Village. 
6.4	 The Library Director and representatives from the CSEA shall meet in November to 
schedule holidays for the upcoming calendar year. Employees shall be entitled to thirteen 
(13) holidays. Said holidays shall be mutually agreed upon by the parties. 
ARTICLE 7 
VACATIONS AND VACATION PAY 
7.1	 Vacation schedules shall be agreed upon between the CSEA and the Village 
commensurate with the needs of the Village. All full-time employees of the Village in 
the Negotiating Unit, shall be entitled to a paid vacation in accordance, with such 
employee's full complete continuous years of service computed as the last date of hiring 
as follows: 
After one year 10 working days;
 
After five years 15 working days;
 
After ten years 20 working days;
 
After fifteen years 25 working days.
 
However, during the first year of employment an employee may use up to five (5) days of 
vacation scheduled in accordance with this Article, which days shall be subtracted from 
and reduce the ten (10) days of vacation the employee is due after the completion of 
his/her first year of service. If an employee is terminated from employment, either 
voluntarily or involuntarily, prior to completion of one (1) year of service with the 
Village the daily salary rate for each vacation day(s) taken shall be deducted from the 
employee's final paycheck. 
7.2	 In scheduling vacations within each department of the Village those employees having 
seniority therein shall be given preference. 
7.3	 Unused vacation time shall he paid to an employee or his beneficiary upon the 
employee's retirement, resignation, dismissal or death. 
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7.4	 Vacation time may be automatically accrued for one (1) Fiscal Year. In determining 
entitlement for vacation, the anniversary date of employment shall govern. An employee 
shall not request vacation that has not been accrued. 
ARTICLE 8 
SENIORITY BENEFITS 
8.. 1.	 Employees working thirty (30) days or more, when laid-off, shall be so laid off according 
to their seniority, i.e., the last one hired shall be the first one laid off provided, however, 
that the remaining employee or employees can perform the work of the employee laid 
off. 
8.2.	 In the event of a job opening, a Village employee shall be given first consideration for a 
promotion or vacancy providing he/she meet the Civil Service requirements for the 
position before the Village hires a non-employee. All job openings shall be posted at 
least fifteen (15) days in advance of hiring in Village Hall. A copy of all job opening 
announcements shall be furnished the President of the Negotiating Unit. 
If more than one (1) unit member is seeking the same position and if the qualifications of 
the unit members are equal, the more senior employee shall be offered the po~ition. 
In determining qualifications, the Village may, in addition to minimum Civil Service 
qualifications, consider an applicant's attendance record, work and perfonnance record, 
skills and experience specifically relevant to the position, and licenses. 
8.3	 Seniority for purposes of this agreement shall be computed from the first day of 
continuous employment. In cases where employees are appointed at the same Village 
Board meeting, their relative seniority will be determined by a Coin Flip done in the 
presence of the affected employees, the Village Administrator and the Union. 
8.4	 After six (6) months of continuous employment; non-competitive and labor class 
employees shall be granted tenure in accordance with Section 75 of the Civil Service 
Law. 
ARTICLE 9 
TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT 
9.1	 Employees traveling on official Village business shall be reimbursed for their reasonable 
out-of-pocket expenses upon presentation of vouchers and receipts, approved by their 
supervisor. Reimbursement for travel, subsistence, tolls, fees and mileage shall be at the 
rates regularly prescribed by the Board of Trustees of the Village. 
9.2	 In the event an employee traveling on official business is authorized to use a privately 
owned vehicle for which he is compelled to purchase gasoline, he shall be reimbursed 
pursuant to IRS mileage allowance per mile on presentation of a voucher countersigned 
by his supervisor. 
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ARTICLE 10 
SANITATION DEPARTMENT VEHICLES 
10.1	 In the Sanitation Department two (2) employees shall be authorized to drive each 
sanitation truck or vehicle. One such employee may be a "tub man" who will assume this 
function in the absence of a regular driver and will be paid at the same rate as a driver 
while performing such duties. 
ARTICLE 11 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
11.1	 Any officer or employee who is temporarily physically or mentally unable to perfonn his 
duties or who desires to engage in a course of study intended to increase his usefulness to 
the service, or who, for any reason considered good by the appointing officer desires to 
secure leave of absence from his regular duties may be granted a leave of absence 
without pay for a period not to exceed one year. Such leave of absence without pay shall 
be reported to the Personnel Officer (Village Administrator) in the fonn prescribed by 
him/her. 
Where a leave of absence without pay has been granted for a period which aggregates 
one year, a further leave of absence without pay shall not be granted unless the employee 
returns to his position and serves continuously therein for a period of three months 
immediately preceding the subsequent leave of absence without pay. Notice of such 
subsequent leave of absence without pay shall be approved by the PersOlmel Officer 
(Village Administrator). 
11.2	 In an exceptional case, the Personnel Officer may for good cause shown, waive the 
provisions of this rule to permit an extension of the leave of absence without pay for an 
additional period not to exceed in the aggregate two years from the date of 
commencement thereof. 
11.3	 Failure of an employee to return to his position on the date of the expiration of such leave 
of absence without payor any authorized extension thereof shall be deemed a resignation 
from the service upon the date such leave of absence without pay commenced. 
11.4	 While an employee is on an approved unpaid leave of absence, said employee shall not 
accrue vacation, sick, or personal time. Should an employee return to work on a part­
time basis (for a 6-month maximum period) before returning full time, said employee 
shall not accrue vacation, sick, or personal time until said employee returns to work on a 
full-time basis. Under no circumstances would this provision increase the maximum one 
year leave time period. 
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ARTICLE 12 
JURY DUTY 
12.1	 Employees who are required to serve on a jury, shall receive the difference in wage 
which they nonnally earn per week and that sum received for their jury duty, provided, 
however, that employees shall use their best efforts to avoid serving in excess of fourteen 
(14) working days. 
ARTICLE 13 
HEALTH AND MEDICAL BENEFITS 
13.1	 (a) The Village shall contribute 100% of the cost for health insurance for all 
employees in the negotiating unit including both individual and family benefits, which 
benefits shall be continued by the Village for employees who retire in the regular course, 
and their dependents, subject to the service requirements of the health plan then in effect. 
The health plan to be provided shall be "TIle Empire Plan" Health Insurance Program 
(Empire Core Plus Enhancements) or an approved Health Maintenance Organization 
(HMO) chosen at the employee's option. 
All employees hired after May 16, 1997 shall be required to pay, for the first ten (10) 
years of employment and on a payroll deduction basis, an amount equal to ten (l0%) 
percent of the annual cost of the health insurance plan. 
Commencing with the employee's eleventh (11 th) year of employment, the Village shall 
assume the full cost of health insurance. 
(b) Effective]anuary I, 2008, the Village shall contribute 100% of the cost of the 
individual and family coverage under the primary health insurance plan provided by the 
Village, which is the Empire Plan Health Insurance Program (Empire Core Plus 
Enhancements) or an approved Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) chosen at the 
employee's option. Employees who elect coverage under a health insurance plan other 
than the primary plan provided by the Village, such as the HealthNet Plan, shall pay the 
difference in monthly cost between the Village's primary plan and the other Plan, such as 
the HealthNet plan, on a payroll deduction basis. The Village shall continue to contribute 
for employees who retire in the regular course, and their dependents to the same extent as 
it does for active employees according to this paragraph, including the retiree paying the 
difference between the cost of the Village's Primary Plan and any other medical plan 
offered by the Village, such as the HealthNet Plan, subject to any additional service 
requirements of the health plan then in effect. 
All employees hired after May 16, 1997, shall be required to pay, for the first ten (l0) 
years of employment on a payroll deduction basis, an amount equal to ten (10%) percent 
of the annual cost of the Village's primary health insurance plan, i.e., the Empire Plan, 
plus the difference between the primary health insurance plan and other health insurance 
plan elected by the employee, such as the HealthNet Plan. Commencing with the 
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employee's eleventh (lIth) year of employment, the Village shall pay the full cost of the 
primary health insurance plan. 
13.2	 The Village shall contribute one hundred (100%) percent of the cost for all premiums to 
provide a $50,000 group term life insurance policy for all active employees and eligible 
retirees. 
13.3	 The Village shall contribute one hundred (l00%) percent of the cost for premiums for all 
active employees and dependents under the Village's present dental plan. The maximum 
for Orthodontia coverage shall be $1,500 per covered person lifetime. 
13.4	 The Village reserves the right to change health insurance carriers and self-insurance 
health insurance benefits as long as the benefits offered are comparable to the health 
insurance plan presently in existence. The Village will notify the CSEA sixty (60) days 
prior to making any change in carrier. 
13.5	 If an employee does not choose to participate in the health insurance coverage, the 
Village will grant the employee $1,000.00 per year for Individual Coverage and 
$2,000.00 per year for Family Coverage payable in two equal installments. Individuals 
opting to receive this benefit must provide evidence of alternative health insurance 
coverage. 
13.6	 Effective June 1, 2001, the Village shall continue to contribute a maximum of $248.00 
per employee towards the cost of the CSEA Platinum 12 Family Vision Plan and VDT 
Rider. 
13.7	 The Village shall provide, at no cost to the employees, a disability insurance program 
equivalent if not greater than that provided by the NYS Disability Plan covering 26 
weeks of a 52 week consecutive work period with maximum benefit of $170.00 per week 
per employee. 
13.8	 Effective January 1,2008, the Village shall institute an Internal Revenue Code § 125 Plan 
for payment of health insurance contributions by employees. 
ARTICLE 14 
RETIREMENT AND DEATH BENEFITS 
14.1	 The Village shall provide for the benefit of the employees the guaranteed minimum death 
benefit pursuant to Sections 60b and 360b of the Retirement and Social Security Law and 
exercise it prerogative of purchasing service credit for employees with World War II 
military service pursuant to Section 41 K and 341K thereof. 
14.2	 The Village shall continue in force for the benefits of the employees in the Negotiating 
Unit the non-contributory improved "20-Year Career" plan provided by Section 75i of the 
Retirement and Social Security Law. 
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14.3	 The Village shall continue in force for the benefit of employees in the negotiating unit the 
benefits provided in Section 41J of the Retirement and Social Security Law relative to 
unused sick leave. 
14.4	 Employees hired after July 1, 1973, should see the appropriate New York State Law 
relative to tiers in the New York State Retirement System Plan. 
ARTICLE 15 
PERSONAL LEAVE 
15.1	 All employees in the Negotiating Unit shall be allowed a maximum of four (4) days leave 
with pay, each year for urgent personal reasons, other than personal sickness or injury. 
All unused personal days shall be added to employee's sick time bank at the end of each 
fiscal year. 
During the first year of employment, personal leave shall be pro-rated to the Village's 
fiscal year as follows: 
Two (2) days on date of hire and one (1) additional day for every four (4) months of 
service, up to a maximum of four (4), until the employee's first May 31. 
15.2	 The approval of the appropriate department head shall be required before personal leave 
shall be allowed and, in other than emergency situations rendering advance notice 
impossible, requests for personal leave shall be submitted at least two (2) days in advance 
except that no more than two (2) days of personal leave may be taken without a reason 
therefore being stated. It is the intent of the parties to this agreement that personal leave 
shall be used sparingly and only for urgent personal business which cannot be attended to 
on a day or at a time other than a working day during working hours. 
ARTICLE 16 
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
16.1	 Each employee in the negotiating unit shall be allowed a maximum of five (5) 
consecutive work days of leave for purposes of bereavement or mourning in the event of 
the death of a spouse, child, parent, brother or sister, mother-in-law, grandparent, father­
in-law, brother-in-law or sister-in-law, which leave shall be calculated from the date of 
such death. 
ARTICLE 17 
SICK LEAVE 
17.1	 Each full time employee in the negotiating unit, shall be allowed leave with pay at the 
rate of one (1) working day for each full month of employment each year for personal 
illness or injury, provided, however, that: 
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1.	 The establishment of all sick time banks as outlined in previous CSEA contracts 
with the Village of Tarrytown will remain in full effect. 
11.	 In the case of an employee whose employment is terminated prior to the 
completion of his first full year of employment and who has used in excess ofhis 
accumulated sick leave, an adjustment shall be made in his final salary payment 
on account of the excess sick leave, which adjustment shall be at the per diem rate 
for his job classification for each day of excess leave. 
111.	 Employees may be required to provide medical evidence of their inability to work 
if absent (if their record of absence indicates suspicion of abuse, the Village will 
assume the cost for physician, if physician's report is requested, above what 
employee's health insurance will cover). 
17.2	 Employees who do not work at least one-half (1/2) of their regular working day shall be 
charged with a full day of sick leave. 
17.3	 Sick Leave shall be cumulative to a maximum to two hundred thirty (230) days; under no 
circumstances shall sick leave be taken as additional personal leave, terminal leave, 
vacation or for any reason other than actual illness or injury except as may be herein 
specifically allowed. 
17.4	 Employees who have a permanent civil service appointment and who have served in the 
Village for five (5) or more years and who have exhausted their accumulated sick leave 
as the result of a single, totally disabling, extended illness or injury, may in the discretion 
of the Board of Trustees of the Village, be granted up to one (l) additional year of sick 
leave at half-pay. 
17.5	 Any employee, regardless of age, who chooses to terminate hislher employment with the 
Village who has at least ten (10) years of continuous service with the Village shall be 
entitled to a credit for accumulated sick leave at a rate of $65 (sixty five dollars) for all 
days up to 100 days and $75.00 for all days of 101 to 230. Termination shall he defined 
as voluntary resignation by the employee or retirement. An employee who is terminated 
by the Village shall not be entitled to said payment. 
ARTICLE 18 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
18.1	 Any employee, who is necessarily absent from duty because of occupational injury or 
disease as defined by the Workers' Compensation Law, may, pending adjudication of the 
case, and while said disability renders the employee unable to perform the duties of the 
position, be granted leave with full pay for a period not to exceed six (6) months 
(exclusive of accumulated sick leave and other time credits). Vacation, personal leave 
and sick leave credits shall not be earned for periods when an employee is on such leave 
with pay. Should the disability persist beyond this period, any accumulated sick leave 
and other time credits may be used. When all earned credits have been exhausted such 
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employee may then be granted leave of absence without pay. When the Workers' 
Compensation Board has made an award to such employee for the period of leave with 
pay, such compensation award for loss of time for such period shall be credited to the 
Village. Upon return to active duty, such employee shall be re-credited with that portion 
of earned credits consumed during the period of absence in proportion to the amount of 
Workers' Compensation award for such loss of time. 
ARTICLE 19 
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
19.1	 Any employee leaving the employ of the Village shall be entitled to all earned and 
unused vacation time as well as sick time pursuant to Article 17, Section 5. 
ARTICLE 20 
ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES & DUES DEDUCTIONS 
20.1	 Neither the CSEA nor any employee shall engage in employee organizational activities 
during the regular working day. 
20.2	 Employees may elect to have their CSEA dues and insurance contributions deducted by 
the Village from their pay at regular intervals and remitted in combined amounts to 
CSEA Headquarters in Albany, New York, including such contributions as the employee 
may elect to make the CSEA Master Plan. 
20.3	 The Village will, as soon as is reasonably practical, upon receipt of a voluntary individual 
written authorization in a form approved by Village, deduct from the wages of such 
authorizing employee, such sums as are authorized, and remit the same monthly amount 
to the CSEA Credit Union specified in the said authorization. In the event such 
authorization is at any time thereafter revoked in writing and received by the Village, the 
Village shall cease making deductions at the earliest date convenient to it. In the event of 
any such revocation, no further authorization by such revoking employee need be made 
by it, during the term of this agreement. 
ARTICLE 21 
CSEA PRIVILEGES 
21.1	 CSEA shall be notified by the Village of proposed changes in personnel rules and 
procedures and afforded an opportunity to discuss the same prior to their adoption by the 
Village, which shall retain its absolute discretion with respect thereto. 
21.2	 CSEA shall have the right to post notices and communications on bulletin boards 
maintained on Village premises provided, however, that such right shall not be exclusive 
and shall not be exercised unreasonably. 
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21.3	 The President of the Westchester Local of the CSEA, or ills designated representative, 
shall have the right to visit Village facilities during regular business hours for the purpose 
of adjusting grievances and administering the terms of this agreement provided only that 
such visits shall not disrupt the regular business of the Village or the performance of 
employees of their regularly assigned duties. 
21.4	 Employees designated or elected to adjust grievances hereunder or to maintain this 
agreement shall have a reasonable amount of released time to fulfill such obligations. 
21.5	 A copy of tills agreement shall be made available by the Village for reference by 
employees at each department or agency. 
21.6	 The elected delegate of the Tarrytown Municipal Employees Unit shall have released 
time, with pay, to attend CSEA State Organizational conference provided, however, that 
such released time shall not exceed five (5) days in anyone year. 
ARTICLE 22 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
A.	 Objective 
It is the declared objective of the Village and the CSEA to encourage the prompt and 
informal resolution of employee complaints as they may arise and to provide recourse to orderly 
procedures, consistent with Article XVI of the General Municipal Law, for the satisfactory 
adjustments of complaints. 
B.	 Definitions 
i. "Employee" shall mean any person directly employed by the Village included in 
the Negotiating Unit or any number of such employees similarly affected by an alleged 
gnevance. 
ii. . "Grievance" shall mean a complaint by an employee or by the CSEA, through its 
officers, that there has been a violation of any of the provisions of this agreement, except that the 
term "grievance" shall not apply to any matter as to which the Village is without authority to act 
or the dismissal of an employee. 
111. "Days" shall mean all days other than Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays. 
Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded in computing the number of days within 
which action must be taken or notice given. 
iv. "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean the person designated m the operational 
organization plan as the immediate supervisor of the employee. 
v. A class grievance is a grievance filed by one or more individuals on behalf of 
more than one employee or the union, or both, where all members of the class are similarly 
aggrieved. 
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C. Basic Principles 
Employees, through the Union, shall have the right to present grievances in accordance 
with these procedures, free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal. The 
Union must concur, in writing, on a request to file a grievance. The CSEA, through its officers, 
shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with these procedures, including class 
grievances. An employee shall have the right to be represented at any stage of the procedures 
hereinafter set forth by a person or persons of his own choice, provided, however, that such 
person is not an officer in an employee organization other than the CSEA and provided further 
that a CSEA representative shall be pennitted to audit any grievances beyond the informal stage. 
Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable times to all written statements and 
records pertaining thereto and shall have the right to obtain copies thereto. All hearings shall be 
confidential unless requested otherwise by the aggrieved party. Each supervisor shall have the 
responsibility to consider promptly each grievance presented to him and to make a determination 
within tile authority delegated to him within the time specified in these procedures. 
D. Infonnal Stage 
All grievances shall be presented for adjustment, in the first instance, to the immediate 
supervisor of the aggrieved employee, and the appropriate Shop Steward. The first step of the 
grievance procedure need not be in writing but it shall be taken, if at all, within ten (10) days 
from the time when the employee becomes aggrieved and a decision thereon shall be rendered 
within ten (10) days thereafter. 
E. Formal Stage 
I. Within ten (10) days after detennination has been made at the Informal Stage, 
aggrieved employee, or his representative, may make a written request to the Village 
Administrator* for revis::w and determination. 
The Village Administrator* shall immediately notify the aggrieved employee, the 
immediate supervisor of such aggrieved employee, and any other person previously rendering a 
detennination in the subject. matter of the grievance and shall require each of them to submit 
written statements to it within ten (10) days setting forth the specific nature of the grievances, all 
the facts relating thereto, the determination or determinations previously rendered, and the 
aggrieved employee's reasons for being dissatisfied with such determination or determinations. 
Copies of such written statements shall be made available to the aggrieved employees. 
ii. Upon request of any party to a grievance, the Village Administrator* may notify 
all concerned in the subject matter of the grievance, of the time and place when a formal hearing 
will be held where such persons may appear and present oral and written statements 
supplementing their position in the case. Such hearings shall be held within ten (10) days after 
receipt of the written statements from the aggrieved employee, his immediate supervisor and any 
other person rendering determination in the matter. Within ten (10) days thereafter, the Village 
Administrator* shall render a decision in writing. 
111. If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved by the Village Administrator*, it 
may be submitted to binding arbitration in accordance with the voluntary labor arbitration rules 
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of the American Arbitration Association then in effect provided, however, that the arbitrator 
shall have no power to alter or modify any express provision of this agreement or to render any 
award or determination which by its terms affect any such alteration or modification. The 
Village and CSEA shall bear equally the costs of such arbitration proceedings, exclusive of 
attorney's fees. 
(* If there is no Village Administrator, the Mayor or his designee will perform the duties of the 
Village Administrator hereunder). 
ARTICLE 23 
CLOTHING ALLOWANCE 
23.1	 The Village will provide on an annual basis a clothing allowance in the amount of six 
hundred dollars $600.00 to be paid in June of every year to members of the highway, 
sanitation, water recreation, general maintenance departments, and the police dispatcher 
and the parking enforcement officer/school crossing guard in the police department. 
Employees not having one continuous year of service prior to June will be paid after 
probation is completed and then pro-rated for the amount of time employed beginning the 
first day of employment. 
23.2	 The Village will specify appropriate apparel to be worn while in the employment of the 
Village for overall general appearance as well as safety. Those items will include, but 
not be limited to, approved work pants, work shoes, the prohibition of shorts and working 
shirtless by maintenance people. The Village expressly disallows the wearing of 
sneakers, shorts, sweatpants, cutoff shirts, tattered and ripped clothing or any apparel that 
presents an unruly and unkempt appearance. 
• 
Village-approved shirts shall be worn during the summer months. 
ARTICLE 24 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
24.1	 With regard to personal property, the Village will reimburse any individual in anyone 
fiscal year for damages incurred to personal property during the course of employment. 
The following limits will apply: 
Eyeglasses Full cost
 
Watches and other jewelry $250.00
 
Clothes, including shoes
 
(Library and Clerical
 
employees only) $250.00
 
Any person making a claim under this article must provide the Village with sufficient 
evidence to show they had in their possession the damaged item while at work and must 
turn over the damaged item to the Village in order to receive payment. 
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ARTICLE 25 
PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE 
Delivery of Village services in the most efficient and effective manner is of paramount 
importance to the Village and the Union. Such achievement is recognized to be a mutual 
obligation of both parties within their respective roles and responsibilities. To achieve and 
maintain higher level of effectiveness, the parties hereby agree to create a committee of no less 
than three (3) Union members and three (3) Village members to conduct studies of methods, 
procedures and techniques under which the above goals may be achieved, as well as means for 
equitable distribution of any productivity benefits that may be realized. 
The creation of this committee will act to assist the Village as it develops these goals and 
established objectives and standards to meet them. 
ARTICLE 26 
NO-STRIKE PLEDGE 
The CSEA and the Village declare their adherence to the principle that differences 
between them shall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate means without interruption of public 
services. The CSEA, therefore, agrees that there shall be no strikes, work stoppages, or other 
concerted refusal to perform work by personnel covered by this Agreement nor any instigation 
thereof. Neither the CSEA, its officers or directors, nor any employee shall assert the right to 
strike against the Village, or shall advocate, assist or participate in any such strikes or impose an 
obligation to conduct, assist or participate in such a strike. 
ARTICLE 27 
AWARDS PROGRAM 
Suggestions for improvements in methods used in operations and maintenance 
procedures are always welcome, as are suggestions for reducing costs. Employees having such 
suggestions may submit them in writing to the Village Administrator for consideration for cash 
awards. 
Suggestions will be reviewed as received by a committee consisting of the employee's 
Department Head, Village Administrator, C.S.E.A. Unit President and one C.S.E.A 
departmental member. Recommendations for cash award ranging from $10 to $100 will be 
made by the committee for each suggestion consistent with the merit and value of the suggestion. 
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ARTICLE 28
 
SAVINGS CLAUSE
 
28.1	 If any provision of this agreement is or shall at any time be declared to be contrary to 
law, then such provision shall not be applicable or performed or enforced and all other 
provisions of this agreement shall continue in full force and effect. 
ARTICLE 29 
MATTERS NOT COVERED 
29.1	 The parties agree that to the extent agreement is possible on negotiable items it has been 
reached in the agreement and that negotiations win not be reopened on any item, whether 
contained herein or not, during the term of this agreement. 
ARTICLE 30 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
30.1	 Unless expressly limited to this agreemenr, the rights, powers, and authority held by the 
Village of Tarrytown, including any of its Boards, Agencies, Departments or 
Commissions pursuant to any Village Charter, current or future, general or special act of 
the Legislature, Village Ordinance or Local Law, Regulation or other type of lawful 
provision over Village matters involving the operating Departments of the Village of 
Tarrytown as they are now formulated or as they may be fonnulated in the future, 
including but not limited to, full operational control over the policies, practices, 
procedures, regulations and directions with respect to employees of the Departments 
covered by this Agreement shall be vested solely and exclusively in the Village of 
Tarrytown. 
ARTICLE 31 
AGENCY SHOP 
31.1	 Pursuant to Section 208.3b of the Civil Service Law, the Village agrees to deduct from 
the wages of all members of the Negotiating Unit represented by the Tarrytown Unit of 
the CSEA who have not filed dues deduction authorization with the Village, an amount 
equivalent to the amount of dues levied by the unit for all other members and remit same 
pursuant to current procedures. 
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ARTICLE 32
 
LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
 
32.1	 A Labor Management Committee shaH be fonned. The make-up of the size and duties 
should be fonnalized with the guidance of the CSEA representative and the Village 
Administrator or the Chief Executive Officer of the Vi lIage or his designee. 
ARTICLE 33 
MATERNITY LEAVE 
A pregnant employee shall be permitted to perform the duties of her job as long as she is 
medically able, except where physical disability may endanger the employee, another employee, 
the unborn baby, or where she constitutes a liability in the perfonnance of her duties. 
A pregnant employee, upon filing appropriate medical evidence that she is unable to 
perform the duties of her position due to pregnancy, shall be eligible to utilize unused sick days, 
vacation time and personal days. The employee may thereafter request a leave of absence, 
pursuant to the provisions of Article II of this contract. 
ARTICLE 34 
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 
Employees may apply to the Village Administrator for payment for tuition 
reimbursement for college level courses necessary to the employee's job title. The employee 
must apply in writing to the Village Administrator prior to commencing the requested course and 
receive tentative approval prior to starting the course. The Village Administrator must 
tentatively approve the course prior to commencement for the employee to be eligible for 
reimbursement. Payment shall be made for tentatively approved courses upon presentation of 
written evidence that this employee earned a grade of B or better. The maximum amount to be 
expended by the Village in a fiscal year is $10,000. 
ARTICLE 35 
REQUIRED TAYLOR LAW LANGUAGE 
"It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this 
agreement requiring legislative action to pennit its implementation 
by amendment of law or by providing the additional funds 
therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative 
body has given approval." 
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ARTICLE 36
 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
 
35.1	 The effective date of this agreement and each of its provisions shall be June 1,2006, and 
shall continue in force until May 31 , 2006 
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES VILLAGE OF TARRYTOWN 
ASSOCIATION, INC., LOCAL 1000 
AFSCME, AFL-CIO, WESTCHESTER 
LOCAL 860, VILLAGE OF TARRYTOWN 
UNIT 
DATE 
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--------------~_._-+---------+-------- --._-------­
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--__________ ~--l- --- -- --+------ ------------.!----i----------­
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---- - ------!-----,----- -- -------j----------------,--------- ---­
" I , ,
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I I I 
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'+. I ~~~t==!!t------ .--+=f=- i!:H~I_=LjI~~j]~=·~H!i
 
i::H~-- =-= ~-=-=----!- ..L--}U~~ •. -i-!H~i= t---~H}i
 ~------~~=~==--==t. -~~I ·-=~==------i==~~-===~~~-r=.. ----L-~-=--==-~ Court Clerk • I I • i ~
..---------...--- r--. ---------­ ---=r= .----- .--,-- .--------.------~ 
I 
Step-1----==-- ,+--=+--~-~-44~566-+---- --,46~282 -- _~= _=~8,064_
Step 2 I • 47,172 I 48,988 50,874
.------.--.+',
I 
-'~==-
i 
Step 3 49,931_+- 51,853' .-53,850 
Step 4 50,858 52,816 54,849I ± jStep 5 - ---:-- 51,1901 53,161 f-- -~--55,208 
Step 6 .,----\-\-- 52,1921 54,201",---1 -----s6]88 
5 5/7/2008 
Village of Tarrytown 
CSEA Salary Scale 
6/01/2006-5/31/08
-+-__~_- 'o/f/o5- -: - I Yr-1 ('06-'07) I Yr 2 ('07-'08) 
---,--:---cc=---:--:-~---+-I-_L-- Salary ~,85~_! 3,85L 
Office AssistanUFinancial Support II I I 
I I I _ 
Step 1 ~-J 36,8-4~3+-i-~--+'---38-,-26-1--'-- ---11---3~ 
Step 2 r 41'66[R-1~40,1181--1 43,267 
Step 3 __ I 42,~ I 44,091 45J88 
Step 4 I 44,003~ 45,697 47,456 
~tep 5 : I 44,3_381 i 46,0451 ~~-==- 47,818_ §lep 6 45,338. 47,084: I ~896+_+ --f 
II Clerk/Benti's Coord - ~ -t:_- .1 +-_:ri== . 
Step 1 I 42,70ot. 44,344, : 46,051 
-step 2 J---:----45.9ffi=------+-_ 47,75sr-~1~- 49,594 
~~:~ ~ ------f=-=-r---~~:1---r=---~~~;1[-t==- ~~:~~
 
Step 5 ,__~ +---l~_=_ 4~"_9ill=--_-~---5U69! ~1--53]66'
 
Step 6 ~__ __50,_§43 __.J ...§.~,90~I--:_  _ 54,94,.1_
iI' I' • 
ISenior Typist _J_-~_==t---=--=--~J~__ I _~_=_=~-l_=-\-==~=~, 
I I [~ Ii 
~- ------------J---L--------L-~-------------t_--}--------
Step 1 + j___ 37,849r-_~---39,~g~I_J---~O~~_Q. 
Step2, , : _ -+ ~, 132_f.- I __~2.~ __f---~4,36-0-
l~~-:--· -=+~F:: i::mt-!-~~i:m'f- ~-~=:H~
 
Step 6------+~--1--=--=---~~8-T_I 47,549\ =r===~~ 
t:~:~o~e; ~ ~-F t= ::;~~~j--i---~:~~f 1­
- - --i----- 41,378 t---~f2)711- - 44,625 
~~H------- --------~~~~----=-~, --i~-=--- ~~~%---,---- -:-~{F=+~--~- ---1-~--:~-~~
 
tstep 6 - -- - --!- T---~,638 . 45,3'1it-- -J -----47"]"63 
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Village of Tarrytown 
CSEA Salary Scale 
6/01/2006-5/31/08 
I _ 6/1/05 - i- - -Yr 1('06.:'57) _~J-Yr 2 ('07-'08) 
I Salary I. 3.85% :~_ 3.85% 
jlntermediate Typist I ~-r _ -=--=---f-=1 ~_~+--- - l 
Step 1 rL 35,33~' 36,700 ~8,112 
Step 2 ----r-I ~ 38,483L- 39,965 41,503 
Step 3 ----r--l _ _ 40,7221 42,290 43,918 
Step 4 +--+--:- 41,6501 43,254 44,919 
Step5T 41,9851 i 43,601 45,280 
~t~ 6 44,638 46,356=-=t=-+----- 42,983\ I 
intermediate Clerk/Assistant Court ci8rk' ----- - !~I __ 
Step 1 _33,438 1-r---i- -~ -- - ... 
Step 2-- - I --1--- _36,4711 j------==lZ,875 39,333 
'~~:Pp~ - ~-i~-=;~:;~:l~--1-~~:~~ ---~:f~~-% 
Step 5 - --r=r----39,85~1-!---41_;384!- -- 42,978 
~-6---~~~-i _~r==-iO,84§f_ 1--- 42,~1T=+~--44,g?4 
:g-om-p-ute-ro-p-era-tor------=t -----~-~---~------ --t-J-----~=--+--i+=-----..::-~=-= 
I I i I 
-- ~--------------\---..-,.-------i---------------~-
Step 1 i_.J 40,8311 _: 42,403 , 44,036

steP2--- - ~-=- 44,7981_~ - 46,523 _.I ==-_48,314
 
Step 3 i i 47,4171 . 49,243 r 51,138
 
Step4--1--I" 48,357 50,21!~ I - -- 52;fs2
 
Step 5 l-i -- 48,697 50,572 ---I 52,519
 
Step 6j:::=L ._~~~:._ -1-- ..21,60l- .~ _53594 
.f:.0lice Dispatcher ~--_-i--- ---i=±-----+---------­
~g+-----------T=-=r- :;:~~~I + :::~=~~~i--- .. ---=--:::~:~
 ~.!-te-p-3 --------------------:-- --.---- ----43,460~:-~,---4-5,-1331---.-----4-6-,8-71­
§tep-4__--=_==~~=_-=-_=__=__=t--~+-~--~=3~-'496l----t--- __ 46,~~ __ [----=~_~.7J~~_ 
~tep 5 ~ L : ~,830L I 46,5~§.l...~+_--- 48,348_ 
Step 6 1 i 45,8321 I 47,597: 49,429i 
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Village of Tarrytown
 
CSEA Salary Scale
 
6/01/2006-5/31/08 
e---- I i 6/1/05 ) ----L.:D- 1 C06-'07Q i Yr 2 ('07-'08) 
--i--+--L-- Sala-rY-r----! 3.85% \-- ! 3.85% 
-c=----:---c:: ._..--- .---.---.-----.--------~.---!----.-.-.-
School Crossing Guard/Park Enf 07-'_: . + i ; ~ _ 
I---- ':, I 
Step 1_ I i-~0,9511 I 32,143 33,380 
_Step 2 i , 33,4384- 34,725 --+ 3~,062 
Step 3 36,471' I 37,875 __~__ 39,33~-±_-= 
Step 4 .----L -= 38,585 i 40,071 41,613 
Step 5 . -+ ! 38,920 I 40,418 41,975 
§teR 6 ---t=---L- 39,9~~ 4_3,-05I41,456+_+__
i +---t ::~, A55i5tanUAutomated~~I-!~ 36~B~JI j ~B'2Aj -1 ~ 3~3: 
Step 2 r---L--- 40,118 41,663_,_. 13,267 
Step 3 : I 4~~ 44,0911 45,788 
Step 4 ----J-±- 44,00~_f----. 45,697[ 47,45§. 
Step 5 ---l- 44,3381 (46,045 47,818 
Step 6 i -I --45']381
1 
--I 47,0841-
t 
J' 48,896
-t-- I I 
I I1 
Highway Dept Asst General Forem~n ~ . d-~ -l__~_ i==-~-===---~ 
?tep 1 -k---J-~--~.--~5,930i-~-L-- 58,0J--jT=--_-~_--60,~20 
2t:~ ~ --I- +---~~:~;}f-T-- ~;:~~-C-- ~~~~~~ 
Step 4 .~~-1~==-=-64,3;r--J _. 66,8761._-1--~=_ 69,451 
~i~~-.-----------tj=~-{~~ ---r_ J~~~l-r ;;::~~
 
Heavy Motor EqUipment operatort__-1~=~=~~==t-=r= .__.L_I---=== 
Step 1-------.j -- J... -,__.~B71ti:-t- =-=50'64~-t-52'5.. -99 ~~ .J--t =-J~:~;~-t- -;~:~~rr· = -=-g::;~;
 
Step 4 54,335 56,427 58,5991 , 1 
Step 5 ----;- \ ·-----56,187 -T--5-8-,350T-t-S(f,597 
Ste 6 : ]--57,187 -, 59,389 r -, ---S1175 
8 5/7/2008 
Village of Tarrytown 
CSEA Salary Scale 
6/01/2006·5/31/08 
-!- I 6/1/05 L Yr 1 ('06·'07) .. I Yr 2 ('07·'08L 
h:=.,------:-:-::-:--,------:-_-::-:-::=-=--,--,--_~__=_=_:=_::_+i-+1 Salary i 3.85% ,~5%I 
Road Maintainer/MEG Heavy MEG ': I i --1- I i I 
S.top 1 i 1--.-4~-=l. . 47,Ogr\, --I~,~ 48,846 
Step 2 I I 47,024: __+ 48,834 50,715i ~:~~	 I ~---~~:~~F +---;~'l I -' ~~:~~~ 
~=---	 , ,..L_ _ ,__ ,_~_~_I__,__~_ __,., ___, 
-~-oa-d Maintainer ' -L...-T_-_-~~_·-__--~-r'--l---_-_ ..- ~±_-=-----.-_-
I I : i i 
Step 1 -~--=r=---- 41,032 i--42,612: -\-I--4~ ISte~2	 j ---L=-..!3...'1~ --:--~~I' -! 46,582 
Step 3 i I 45,356 ] 47,102 ~ 48,916 
Step 4 ----t-, I _~19 49,348j-,r=-- 51,248 
Step 5 I I 49,685 --i 51,598: i 53,584 ~~. J-=- r. -,~~68'4=-=l 52,635. 1 I .5.,4,662 
Laborer ,i E	 :' ~::~;	 i ·1= ~~:~r:1 (-,,- ;~£{.~ --~~~
 
Step 3	 J==--+--.-39,109~i 46:6~5' -~'-42,1781 
Step 4	 -+---t- 45,902.44,200 47,669 
Step 5 ~t==t-=-- 45,975 47,745 '1 49,583 
Step 6 -I I 48,751 , 50'6~1_8t. 522ZZ 
Maintenance Mechanic Plumber Ii. --=~,---i __ ~ !-----­
[§tep 1 L_~.§.,269: 48,05Q =t ' _.i9,90q 
Ste~~ -----+--±---1~:~~~~-- :~:~~~I--I~~~t.~~~ 
Step 4'~--I~' : -----5-1,4731---: 53,45'6T---r--t,-- 55,5T3' 
~~----"---==-~---F--=~i-==·{{~~t==F-'--~i=~!~--=·==-~~~
 
9	 5/7/2008 
Village of Tarrytown
 
CSEA Salary Scale
 
6/01/2006-5/31/08 
---------11-.-- ! _ 6/.1/05 ~-I Yr 1 ('06-'07)._.!_. j_~!,!_.2 ('07.:-'08LI L I __~~~ry__l __ I 3.85% .: __L.. _~~5% 
::::n1er t=-~. ~- 2~_ 2~-l---=-i4,iiT 
S!ep 2 r ..1~L ~'h7661 j 25,720'I ~Step 3 . --=1-__.1.5,3321_ 26,3071 _ 27,3~Q 
Step 4 I I 26,816-1 27,84~ I 28,921 
'
_Step 5 1- I.. 28'3.~~~± __29,3..90t-.i.- 30,52.1 
Step 6 P 2§l.2.?"=+:= ,_ 30.!.~27_, t 31,~~~ 
Sanitation Foreman l-~t==----=~~-+--+-----~=-~L__- -=-~I 
----1---58]83;_ ..-+-- 60,320Step 1 '-~i 55,930 
Step 2 
_Step 3 
Ste~_ _ 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Motor Equipment Operator 
, .. r---58]"51 t­ 61,013f --~-r..~-~t_" n_~J.'574r"-I ~945 __ L __ -­ 66,406 
-l-__t­ 64,39?J __ i 66,876 ~: 6~,~51_ 
L __ ~--.- .. 67,2_22 !__t­ 69,810L t 72,498
==r-----i==-=--68'~'~l-+-- ~~~~T---r==--- 7~,-5J§' 
I.~ _~ u ! r-----+-----f I 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
l=i­ 45,291B -
i
-
Ii 47,024 _ 
I i 48,760 
. t-T-SOA97 I --t­
47'035~! 1_...38,846 
48,834_1 __50,715 
50,637 I 52,587 
52,4411 54,460 
Step 5 1_ 52,2~-1 54,249 56,338 
~!ep 6 I~r- 53,~~ 55,288 57,416 
2'anitation Man I ~----+ I ! j--.-.-­..---­
Step 1 ! i 40,645! I 42, 21or---T---4-3,-835 
~t:~ ~ -1-:- =r- :~~t-~~ :::~;6~11-+ __"-- :;:~~~ 
Step 4t- =_ 45, 975 l-==!ri.74._~ -----l.- 49,5831 
Step 5 . I 47,7531 --L__49,5.~~+--_+--__~1,501l
Step 6 r- i 48,7511 I 50,6281 . 52,577 
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__
Village of Tarrytown
 
CSEA Salary Scale
 
6/01/2006-5/31/08 
__:~.~_L_~!J/05 +' Yr 1 ('06-'07) i -l.YL~Jgr-'08lI.1--+- Salary_ 1-i 3.85% _+_1~:..8_~_ 
Il-s-e-n-io-r-R-ec-r-e-at-io-n-L-e-a-de-r----1--I-r=--===~: 1 r--- \----~ 
1~1-- i r-- 36,510 1 +-- 37,91~--I- -- --­
SteP2 L-----l - 39,095 l 40,606t-i- 42,163 
Step 3 I ! 41,680 1.- 43,28gf-- 1_~4,9_51 
Step 4 I_L 44,26~1_---L 45,969L_=t= ~7,73~ 
IStep 5 +~__~,85i3_r __ 1 48,66Ql ~ 50,533._ .. 
Step 6 j-: 47,7891 1 49,629\ 51,540I 
Staff Asst Library -----r--r=-----+ --~ F~==-
r ! - l--f------­
1-=-_ I I _ I I L----i'-­
Step1_+__L 38,2741 i 39,74?_i ~1,278 
Step 2 I I. 40,081-:__--1 41,62iL_ ~43,221 
Step 3 I L 41,979~T 43,5~~ __ 45,274 
Step 4 !-l--~~ J 44,595 ~S312 
Step 5 J i 43,2531 ---1-- 44,9181 __~6,648 
Step 6 b-- 1_=_44~_1~L! 45,88~\ __L__d 4~~~56_ 
Senior Account Clerk Typist ci--------+--~ --L--l 
11 5/7/2008 
=-t= 
Village of Tarrytown 
CSEA Salary Scale 
6/01/2006-5/31/08 
I 6/1/05 1 I Yr 1 ('06-'07) I I Yr 2 ('07-'08) 
_ . J ___ Salary _ i \ 3,85% \ _l-3.85°~o_ 
, I' i I ::::uni~ SeNice Worker_ ~f I~32'9J--r. 3(2201- -!~ 35,537 
~~:~ ~ -----------..----~--~- --.- ~~::j~+ =t ~~:~~;t-' -\------~~-~~~ 
'-'-'-L___.___ .__._______ .-,_____,_________-1--_ ~ . _~--_-+--.----.-
~~:~ ~- --~=---==-~-T~=-~=~--~---:~:~~~-I=±-.---1~::~~1-_ i--~~:~~~ 
Step 6 -; uF _41919 i. I· 435~f=+ _ 45209 
Recreation Assistant ~t____ i i !_____._ ".__ 
~::~;~I=T---I l~---=-=--L - -~~ 
~~:~ ~ - I -+--------~---+--- .. --·I--- ---- ~~:~~~ 
Step 5 ---F-' --- -- ---r---j------'--------34,6-0-i 
e-=--'--­ -·------t­ - t .L­ ~-- ---­
Step 6 i I 35,264 
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